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About This Content

Atulos Online Premier Edition is a paid expansion of Atulos Online the free to play medieval MMORPG. It's a one-time
purchase for lifetime access, and there are no ongoing fees or subscriptions.

The Boss Battle With Atulos Himself

In this version Atulos finally rises and you are able to enter the Catacombs under his tomb to embark on a journey to meet
Atulos face to face inside his fortress.

Access to Many New Quests

As a Premier Edition player you can become a mercenary for the Army of Arphax, unlocking a huge number of new quests and
challenges to complete for both low level and high level players. When a quest is completed, a player is rewarded with levels,

rather than endlessly training on monsters.

New Areas to Explore

The world of Atulos is larger and offers new areas. For example, the Palace of Kings is the largest Dungeon in Atulos history.

Access to New Items and Shops

A range of new weapons and defense items are available to players of all levels. Get the advantage over the free version players
and buy some real equipment!
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Woah, Fishoo, hold on a second buddy. You wanna talk about something? You have a 572 units per second startzone. Now, I'm
gonna have to explain something to you here, if I pop up my show velocity on the startzone as I fall out I get a 442 Z units,
right? That's consistent. Because its a fall zone - it's consistent 100% of the time BUT RIGHT THERE I got 454, that's a LAG.
Now, actually if we do a little pythagorean theorem if I open my Google Chrome and I do square root of 350, which is the
maximum horizontal units per second, squared, plus.. what was it.. 454.. squared - THEN we get 573. YOU just LAGGED
startzone my buddy, oooh. Thats an ouch right there.. I'll sum this up in one phrase - disappointment galore.

Aside from pretty CGs (there aren't many of those, sadly) and a relaxing soundtrack, there's very little of substance here. The
story is boring and the characters annoying.

Text speed is quite slow and skip mode, being only slightly faster itself, does little to help with this. Save system is terrible. You
only get 4 slots and no way to rename your saves as the game automatically names them some random letter-number
combination you'd see from your banking app's 2-factor authentication. I often lost track of which saves were at what point
because of this.

And... regarding story, I don't even know what to call this. I've seen a few label this as dating sim, but I don't think the
protagonist is capable of comprehending the emotional attachment & endearment that is love. He's a typical noble with ego the
size of a castle, constantly acts like a d-bag without a hint of remorse for his d-baggery, has no respect for women (or anybody
for that matter), tries and forces himself on them every chance he gets, at one point even a married woman. So IMHO, this is
what we'd call a doosebag simulator. No, really. The promise of "your decision shapes the personality of the MC" is simply not
true. You can force him to pose as a gentleman for a good part of the game and he'll still revert back to being an ars the first
chance he gets. Makes reading his cringeworthy monologues all the more annoying. The lack of chararcter development &
coherence in his thoughts is quite off-putting.

I'll summarize the plot as: the MC goes on a 2 weeks vacation on Florence, starts thinking with his rod every time he sees a
beautiful woman, tries to have one-night stands and depending on player choices, succeeds to reel one  or two girl in, then
returns home satisfied and ever more pompous.

I bought this and its prequel after I tried out the demo for the first game. I was quite impressed with the art, soundtrack and
whatever little content I got out of the demo and was hopeful, but it's been really disappointing. I can enjoy bland art and
generic tracks as long as there's a well presented story and a strong cast, but apparently, these are too much to expect from this
game. It still retains all of the annoyances of its predecessor.. Controls like hot garbage, UI is a mess, and there's this slight lag
whenever you try to select anything in the menu. Also, the gameplay is nothing to write home about.

It was free and Early Access so I can't really be TOO upset, but I would figure you'd at least want your product to be somewhat
enjoyable. I'll try it again when there's some actual updates.. Not Bad

Not Bad At All

also i suggest changing the music to something more "fitting"
atm i always listen to "Moby - Flower" everytime i play this (with music off ofc)

8\/10. The only purpose of this type of experience would be education and this isn't educational. If you're making an experience
about a real place it should be accurate. While the size of the tomb felt right, the contents in it were all very inaccurate. The
"Information" elements were also very uninformative. It didn't make it fully clear what they were talking about and the narration
overall didn't feel passionate or make you want to listen to it.
. Thank you M&D! Thank you for this awesome comic and new animal.

If you are a fan of Meadow (or the Shelter franchise as a whole), I can't think of a reason to not buy this comic!. love the route
to drive on wasting what the particular train burns.. This game is alot of fun, plenty of action, slaying of heretics, etc. however
the reason i give this a thumbs down is because its not worth $40, it took me 5 hours to complete and some people could
prebably do it in less, this is one of those games id stick at $20 it has very little replay-ability and i feel its price is unjustified.
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I finished this game in 2 sittings because it was torture the first time around.
My mistake was to play it on Expert which meant (almost) pixel-hunting for interactive objects.
If it wasn't for the map and the hint system, it'd have been a nightmare. Pity that on a few occasions, the map doesn't tell you
what's next.
This game also falls victim to not knowing what to do next, checking the map and finding a HO scene.
Also, the ending was creepy and disappointing.. I listen to this constantly, everytime I listen to the audio it reminds me how
lonely I am,

but I get sexy whispers so it's okay,

10\/10 would listen to the Audio Track again.
. To start off...DLC is 7.99\u20ac

You get 7 amazingly detailed cars

1962 250 GTO
1967 330 P4
1967 312\/67
1984 GTO
2004 F2004
2017 812 Superfast
2017 SF70H

1.15\u20ac per car no racing game will offer you that but all that pricing on side

All cars have AMAZING SOUND..
Feel when driving each car is different...as it should be

Now this DLC pack got me most excited about SF70H (F1 2017)
Amazingly detailed F1 and even more is exciting to drive it
This DLC is really worth it. If you like old school cars or modern cars fast as hell...deffienttly Big +. This game is cursed . do
not play this game if you dont want to bring entertys in to your home and scare easly.
this is a ouija sim and its real .be carfull very carfull. dont play home alone, all ways have respect for the spirits that you to talk
to , allways remember to close the session by saying good bye. good luck with your sessions. A beautiful game with charming
audiovisuals which tells us a story about a friendly alien vase from space struggling to help a family of mentally handicapped
people survive through everyday struggles and war. Mostly everyday struggles.

It's really hard to decide whether to recommend Amphora or not. As said above, it looks stunning and sounds marvelously. But
awkward unpredictable game physics almost ruined it for me. And yes, the plot. It sometimes becomes incredibly hard to make
out what exactly is happening and what to do with all this.

What I really liked is the chance to roleplay. If you get too furious about your lads' stupidity, you may go full berserk and slam
those ret@rded basards across the screen, throw knives, grenades, animals, lava and other pieces of environment at them.
Unfortunately, they don't die but nevertheless give you a slight emotional relief.

So yeah, Amphora is recomended for aesthetes and creative minds who like to play games in their own creative ways lol. Game
is great, being a fun and enjoyable little game for the family, definitely worth the price for the enjoyment you get out!. In a
game that should be insanely simple to animate, they somehow chose to fail so spectacularly at things like shading and
perspective that no matter what tile color you choose you can't tell which tiles are open. Somehow this $1.33 game for a desktop
is lightyears worse than the cruddy free mahjongg app I have on my $40 phone. I'd be disappointed if it was 50 cents.
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